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Abstract 

In order to reduce the node position error of DV-Hop algorithm in wireless sensor 

network, the artificial bee colony algorithm is introduced to design the DV-Hop 

algorithm. A new ABCDV-Hop (Artificial Bee Colony DV-Hop) algorithm is proposed in 

this paper. Based on the traditional DV-Hop algorithm, by using the minimum hops of 

nodes and position information of anchor nodes, the average distance per hop is solved 

by artificial bee colony algorithm to make it more close to the actual value. The 

simulation results show that compared with the traditional DV-Hop algorithm, the 

improved algorithm can effectively reduce the positioning error without increasing the 

node hardware overhead. 
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1.  Introduction 

Wireless sensor network has been widely used in industrial production, environmental 

monitoring, military reconnaissance and other fields [1]. Positioning technology of node 

is the basis of all kinds of application [2]. Wireless sensor network has characteristics of 

limited energy of the nodes, poor reliability, large scale and random distribution, the 

communication distance is limited and so on [3], so the positioning technology are 

researched more without ranging at this stage. 

DV-Hop[4] positioning algorithm is the range free localization algorithm which is the 

most extensive research and application, but the precision of this algorithm is low. 

Aiming at this problem, the literature [5-10] has made some improvement on it. In view 

of the error which caused by average distance per- hop of anchor nodes, combining the 

theory of artificial bee colony algorithm, an improved DV-Hop algorithm based on 

artificial bee colony is proposed in this paper. The simulation results show that the 

improved algorithm without extra hardware and communication overhead, the positioning 

accuracy has obvious improvement compared with the original algorithm. 
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2.  Error Analysis of DV-Hop Algorithm 

The basic idea of DV-Hop positioning algorithm is that distance between unknown 

nodes and other nodes is expressed by product of the average distance per-hop between 

nodes in the network and the number of hops between nodes, and then uses three sided 

measurement or the maximum likelihood estimation method to obtain the location 

information of nodes. The positioning process is as follows: 

(1) By flooding with controllable, each anchor node broadcasts packet 

{          )  op   which contains identification number, its coordinate position and hop 

to the network. Neighbor nodes record packet information ignoring packet from the same 

node with larger hops. Then packet’s hops value plus 1 and forwarded to their neighbour 

nodes. By this stage, all the nodes obtain the minimum number of hops for each beacon 

node. 

(2) The anchor nodes by using the Eq. (1) to calculate the average distance of each hop. 

                                     ∑ √      )
        )

 
    ∑  op                 (1) 

Where       ),       )are respectively coordinates of the node    ,  op   as the 

minimum hop number between two nodes. 

Then the H is broadcast to the network, the unknown node only down the first H, and 

then the hop in the table is multiplied by H to obtain estimated distance of each anchor 

node. 

(3) Using the three sided measurement or the maximum likelihood estimation method 

to calculate the position coordinates of unknown nodes. 

Distance as long as within the communication radius R, both near and far are recorded 

as 1 jump, as shown in Figure 1. Node A and node B, A and C despite the distance 

difference is very big, but both of them in the communication radius, and therefore 

distance between A and B and distance between A and C are recorded as 1 jump, so 

average distance per hop calculated through (1) have a big error. Resulting eventually 

localization error of nodes is large. 
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Figure 1.  Schematic Diagram of Hop 
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Figure 2.  Mechanism of Bees Gathering Honey 

3. ABCDV-Hop Algorithm 

 

3.1. The Principle of ABC Algorithm 

Artificial bee colony algorithm [11,12] (Artificial Bee Colony, ABC) is an 

optimization algorithm based on swarm intelligence by bees, through simulating the bees 

which have their own division of work intelligent honey and exchange honey source 

information to get the optimal solution. The algorithm is robustness, adaptability and can 

quickly find the optimal solution because of division of labor and cooperation mechanism.  

In the algorithm, bees gather honey behavior mainly consists of 3 basic parts: honey, 

employed foragers (EF), unemployed foragers (UF). (1) Honey. Honey represents the 

various possible solutions. (2) Employed foragers. Employed foragers carry specific 

nectar source information which contains distance between honey and honeycomb, 

direction of nectar source, profitability of nectar. Employed foragers sharing this 

information with other bees by a waggle dance, according to a certain proportion, part to 

be leader bees. (3) Unemployed foragers. Unemployed foragers are divided into scout 

bees and follow bees. Scout bees search new nectar near hives. Follow bees wait the hive, 

look for nectar by sharing information of employed foragers. Mechanism of bees 

gathering honey is shown in Figure 1.  

Assume there are two nectar sources which have been found: A and B. At the 

beginning, unemployed foragers have no information of nectar near the nest, so there are 

two choices: (a) unemployed foragers can be used as scout bees and they begin 

spontaneously search nectar near r the nest (S. line in Figure 1). (b) Observation of the 

waggle dance to the other, it can be recruited and looking for nectar source according to 

the acquired information (R. line in Figure 1). After unemployed foragers find new nectar, 
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they remember the position of the nectar and quickly begin to gather honey, at this time, 

unemployed foragers become employed bees. 

The initial time, bees are scout bees without any prior knowledge. Random search to 

the food source, the scout bee return to dance area of the hive, according to the relative 

size of the food source of profitability, the scout bees can turn into any one of the 

above-mentioned bee. 

 

3.2. The ABC Algorithm is Used to Solve the Average Distance Per Hop 

From the analysis on the festival, the error of average distance per-hop is the main 

factor affecting the positioning accuracy of DV-Hop algorithm. Therefore, use artificial 

bee colony algorithm to calculate the optimal average distance per-hop, improve the 

accuracy of estimated average distance per-hop, thereby reducing the positioning error of 

DV-Hop algorithm. 

Set    be the average distance per-hop of the anchor node , according to the first stage 

of DV-Hop positioning algorithm, using the Eq. (2) to calculate the actual distance     

between the anchor node   and anchor node  , so estimation of the distance between two 

nodes is     op  . 

                              √      )        )                             (2)                

The error between the actual distance and estimated distance of anchor node   and 

anchor node   are written as  . The optimal    should make   be minimum. Therefore the 

solution of    is change into optimization problems of  . The sum of squares of errors as 

objective function      ). As shown in Eq. (3), selecting an appropriate H makes the 

minimum function value. 

                                                  )  m n∑          op  )
 

              (3)            

In the process of artificial bee colony algorithm, to solve the optimal solution is to seek 

the profit degree food source. The corresponding relationship between to solve the 

optimal    problem and bees gather honey behavior is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Relationship between 𝑯𝒊 Optimization and                        

Bees Gather Honey Behavior 

bees gather honey behavior 𝐻𝑖 optimization problem 

Nectar source location 

Honey yield size 

Speed of Seeking and collecting 

nectar 

High yield of 

All possible solutions of 𝐻𝑖 

The quality of the solution 𝐻𝑖 

The optimization speed of the solution 𝐻𝑖 

The optimal solution 𝐻𝑖 

When distance between two points is far to a certain extent, two points will no can 

communicate with each other [13]. Therefore, the maximum distance between two points 
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should be similar to the communication radius of sensor node. So the value of    should 

satisfy Equation (4). 

0 ≤   ≤ R                                                                                                                      4) 

Because the problem is solving the minimal value of the objective function, so the 

fitness function is selected as 

                                          f t  
1

α+β    )
                                                                   (5) 

 α an  β Said fitness function coefficient. Adaptive value is greater, solution H value 

is more close to the actual. 

Based on the above analysis, steps of using artificial bee colony algorithm to find out 

the optimal solution of H is as follows: 

Step1： initialize population.     f a       o  t on  are randomly generated by 

Equation (6),  to form the initial population. The first 50% are as leader bees, after 50% 

are as follow bees. 

                                                         an  0  )            )             (6)   

Among            )       and         respectively express the minimum and 

maximum values of ith component of   . According to formula (4),       0 

      R. 

Step 2: Calculate fitness value. Calculate fitness value of each H through Eq.(5).  

Step 3：Bees record the optimal value so far, and expand the neighborhood search in 

the current nearby honey. A new   
’ is generated by Eq. (7) to instead   . 

                                                    
             )                          (7) 

Among            )            )    
1

 
        the random generation 

and              . 

Step 4：Calculate yield of the new generation individual of   
’ by Equation (5). 

Step 5：Bees use greedy principle to the optimal solution    in memory to the solution 

  
’ which is obtained by neighborhood search. When the search optimal solution is better 

than the memory of the solution, replace the memory solution; on the other hand, remain 

unchanged.  

Step 6: Generate scout bees. Through step 5, bees which the fitness value does not 

change and to limit the number of individual limit, according to Eq. (8) is converted to 

scout bees.  

                                                   ) 0    an  0  ))                 (8) 

Step 7: Return to step 2 is it does not satisfy the convergence condition, until the end of 

the cycle, output the optimal solution of  .  
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3.3. Realization ABCDV-Hop algorithm 

The flow chart of improved algorithm with ABC algorithm in DV-Hopis shown in 

Figure 3. 

Initialization, anchor nodes broadcast data 

packet{id,x,y,hop}

Start

Received the data packet

Compare and save the  minimum hop value

Broadcast end

using the ABC algorithm to calculate the average distance 

per-hop H of anchor nodes

Calculate the  distance between unknown node and each 

anchor node
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maximum likelihood estimation method 

End

Save the data 
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No

Yes

Yes

No

 

Figure 3. ABCDV-Hop Algorithm Flow Chart 

4. The Simulation Experiment 

In order to compare the performance of ABCVDV-Hop algorithm and the traditional 

DV-Hop algorithm, simulation experiments are carried out on the platform of MATLAB 

7. The precision of traditional algorithm and the improved algorithm were studied under 

different proportion of anchor node, different number of nodes and different 

communication radius. 

 

4.1. The Simulation Environment and Parameter Setting 

Set all nodes are randomly distributed in a square area of 100 m * 100 m, beacon nodes 

are selected randomly from the area. All nodes have same radius R   0m, the number of 

colony is   =50 α  β   . The number of cycles for colony is 200, limit=20. In order 

to eliminate instability of errors caused by node random distribution, in the same network 

environment simulation 100 times of experiments is taken respectively and takes the 

average value.  

The normalized localization error is a measure of the localization algorithm accuracy 

index. Defined as: 
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 (  
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N
 =1

M
 =1 ]  M R              (9) 

In the Equation (9), M, N, R respectively is the number of simulation, the unknown 

nodes and node communication radius.    
′    

′)       ) were estimated coordinates of 

nodes and the real coordinates of nodes. 

 

4.2. Positioning Accuracy Analysis 

 

4.2.1 The Relationship Between Proportion of Anchor Node and Positioning 

Accuracy: The total number of nodes is set to 200; the anchor node proportion increases 

from 10% to 50%, comparison of the normalized localization error of the ABCVDV-Hop 

algorithm and traditional DV-Hop algorithm are shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4. Relation of Anchor Node Proportion and                   

Normalized Localization Error 

As can be seen from Figure 4, normalized localization error decreased and stabilized 

with the increase in the proportion of beacon nodes. In the same proportion of anchor 

node, because the average distance per- hop is optimized in the ABCVDV-Hop algorithm, 

the average distance per- hop which is gotten is closer to the actual value, therefore the 

positioning accuracy is significantly higher than that of the positioning accuracy of the 

traditional DV-Hop algorithm. ABCVDV-Hop algorithm is better than traditional 

DV-Hop algorithm in average positioning accuracy, which is improved about 15.5%. 

 

4.2.2. The Relationship Between Node Number and the Positioning Accuracy: The 

fixed anchor node proportion is 10%, the communication radius keep unchanged, the 

number of nodes from 100 to 500, comparison results of the normalized localization error 

of ABCVDV-Hop algorithm and the traditional DV-Hop algorithm is shown in               

Figure  5. 
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Figure 5. Relation between Node Number and                           

Normalized Localization Error 

As can be seen from Figure 5, the normalized localization error of two algorithms show 

a decreasing trend with the increase of the total number of nodes, and are stabilizing after 

nodes in the total reaching 300. The node data of the network in the region reach 

saturation at this point, if increasing the number of nodes; the normalized localization 

error will not be decreased significantly. When the number of nodes is same, 

ABCVDV-Hop algorithm is better than traditional DV-Hop algorithm in average 

positioning accuracy, which is improved about 12.7%. 

 

4.2.3. The Relationship between Communication Radius and Location Accuracy: 

The number of nodes is 100, the proportion of anchor node is 30%. Comparison results of 

the normalized localization error of ABCVDV-Hop algorithm and the traditional DV-Hop 

algorithm is shown in Figure 6 , in different communication radius. 

 

 

Figure 6. The Relationship between Communication Radius and                    

the Normalized Localization Error 

As can be seen from Figure 6, node localization error of the two algorithms has 

decreased with the increase of radius of communication. But the effect by the minimum 
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communication radius of ABCVDV-Hop algorithm is smaller, because the improved 

algorithm can optimize the average distance per hop of anchor nodes. The error of 

average distance per-hop is not obviously increased with the radius increasing. The 

average positioning accuracy of ABCVDV-Hop algorithm is better than that of traditional 

DV-Hop algorithm, which is improved about 14.3%.  

 

4.3. Analysis of the Complexity of the Algorithm 

The total number of nodes in the network is set to N, the beacon node number is set to 

A. The communication radius is set to 20 m; the data of anchor node proportion is 15%.  

The communication overhead and the complexity of the algorithm are shown in table 2. 

As ABCVDV-Hop algorithm just uses ABC algorithm to calculate the average distance 

per-hop of anchor nodes, therefore, the algorithm slightly increases the amount of 

computation, did not change the transmission path of data packets and do not increase the 

number of packets, so the communication overhead does not increase. As can be seen 

from table 2, compared with the traditional DV-Hop algorithm, the improved algorithm 

obtain higher positioning accuracy with a small amount of calculation but without 

increase the communication overhead. 

Table 2: Comparison of Performance of the Two  Algorithms 

Performance      ABCDV-Hop algorithm     DV-Hop algorithm 

Positioning accuracy             80%,high           66%,low 

Communication overhead         2*N*A              2*N*A 

Computation complexity              big              small 

Hardware complexity  No additional hardware  No additional 

hardware 

 

5. Conclusion 

According to the positioning error caused by average distance per-hop in DV-Hop, 

based on analyzing the principle of artificial bee colony algorithm, artificial bee colony 

algorithm is applied to DV-Hop positioning algorithm to improve the calculation method 

of average distance per hop of anchor nodes. The algorithm has less control parameters, 

the search accuracy is high and the operation is stable. It can quickly find the optimal 

solution by determining the fitness function. ABCVDV-Hop algorithm improves the 

accuracy of average distance per hop and reduces the positioning error. Simulation results 

show that in situation of different anchor node proportion, different number of nodes and 

different communication radius, ABCVDV-Hop algorithm significantly improves the 

positioning accuracy without increasing the communication overhead and additional 

hardware. 
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